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Abstract Directed evolution of proteins for improved or 
modified functionality is an important branch of modern 
biotechnology. It has traditionally been performed using 
various in vitro methods, but more recently, methods of in 
vivo artificial evolution come into play. In this review, we 
discuss and compare prokaryotic and eukaryotic-based 
systems of directed protein evolution in vivo, highlighting 
their benefits and current limitations and focusing on the 
biotechnological potential of vertebrate immune cells for 
the generation of protein diversity by means of the 
immunoglobulin diversification machinery. 
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Introduction 

Directed protein evolution is a powerful approach to opti
mize functions and characteristics of diverse proteins or 
even develop proteins with totally new features [1-4]. The 
most widespread directed evolution techniques are based 
on various in vitro methods such as random and site
directed mutagenesis or DNA shuffling, as well as mRNA, 
ribosome, and phage displays [5-11]. In recent years, 
however, new in vivo methods of directed evolution have 
been brought to life, with their popularity increasing and 
having a potential for further development. 

The in vitro systems of directed protein evolution have 
proven to be a powerful tool for optimizing and modi
fying proteins [I2]. The strategies of in vitro protein 
evolution can be, in general, divided into two major parts: 
pure in vitro systems, where both the generation of 
diversity and the selection of the improved variants are 
performed in vitro, and combined approaches, where the 
mutagenesis performed in vitro is followed by cell 
transformation/transfection with the subsequent screening 
in vivo. Typical examples of the combined approach are 
phage display [II] (in which case both generation of 
diversity and selection are typically performed in vitro, 
with the step of bacterial transformation in between) and 
generation of mutagenized gene libraries through DNA 
shuffling or error-prone PCR followed by bacterial 
transformation and selection [13, 14]. Such in vitro-based 
diversification methods with the in vivo sequel provide 
impressive results. In a recent example, a combination of 
error-prone PCR, bacterial transformation, and FACS
based screening for fluorescently labeled agonist binding 
has evolved the amino acid sequence of a G protein
coupled receptor (GPCR) towards enhanced protein pro
duction and stability upon bacterial expression-an 
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achievement which may significantly ease GPCR crys
tallization and structure analysis [15]. However, the 
combined in vitro/in vivo approaches have certain limi
tations, intrinsic to several steps of the existing artificial 
evolution protocols. For example, the analyzable size of a 
gene library is restricted by the host cell transformation 
efficiency. Further, the iterative application of the in vitro 
diversification methods is laborious if the screening is 
performed in transfected eukaryotic cells. 

The pure in vitro systems of directed protein evolution 
are exemplified by mRNA [16] and ribosome [17] displays. 
These techniques are based on the in vitro translation of a 
diversified nucleic acid library with subsequent isolation of 
the synthesized proteins with the highest affinity for a 
desired ligand. These techniques rely on the simultaneous 
isolation of the corresponding mRNA molecules encoding 
the selected protein, which is achieved by a covalent 
mRNA-protein linkage with puromycin in the case of 
mRNA display, and through isolation of the non-covalent 
protein-mRNA-ribosome complexes in the ribosome 
display [16, 17]. In both setups, the isolated mRNAs are 
applied to more rounds of mutagenesis, translation, and 
selection. These assays do not suffer from the handicaps of 
low transformation efficiency, therefore the screenable 
library size is expanded by several orders of magnitude in 
comparison to the phage or bacterial displays [10]. Another 
advantage of pure in vitro systems is the unique possibility 
to work with protein sequences that are unstable or toxic in 
cells [10, 18]. Pure in vitro protein evolution systems are 
efficient when a simple affinity-based selection of modified 
proteins is desired, but are difficult to apply when a 
more complex optimization of proteins (e.g., involved in 
metabolic pathways) is required. 

The limitations mentioned above can be overcome by 
application of the in vivo-only methods of directed evo
lution. Artificial evolution in vivo combines the benefits of 
generating high genetic diversity and conducting selection 
of improved protein variants, both performed in a living 
cell culture [2]. Performing all manipulations within the 
real-life environment of a cell is important, as many pro
teins are affected by the intracellular parameters such as 
ion concentrations and pH, as well as peculiarities of 
protein folding, post-translational modifications, and deg
radation. The natural cellular environment is also of high 
significance for directed evolution of target proteins which 
participate in complex multi-protein interactions, since the 
latter can be difficult to reproduce in more artificial sys
tems. The overall potential for the generation of diversity is 
fairly high in living cell-based systems, as a cell culture can 
be expanded to an amount of hundreds of millions of single 
cells (or even billions in the case of bacteria) carrying 
individual mutations that accumulate in parallel with cell 
divisions. 

Of course, living cells also posses certain limitations as 
a tool for directed protein evolution. One of them is the 
difficulty to efficiently mutagenize the sequence of interest 
without doing much damage to the cell itself; another one 
is the problem of selecting the cells with acquired benefi
cial mutations-for not all mutant phenotypes are 
measurable in a cell culture. Although the in vivo tech
nologies of directed evolution are not yet as widespread as 
the methods described above based on the generation of 
diversity in vitro, the in vivo technologies are expected to 
soon develop into the broadest biotechnological applica
tions. In this review, we discuss diverse methods of 
artificial protein evolution in vivo compared to each other 
and to the in vitro systems, with their benefits, handicaps, 
and examples of successful solutions to the problems 
mentioned above (Fig. 1). 

Prokaryotic in vivo evolution systems 

As prokaryotic organisms have been a "workhorse" for 
molecular biologists since long ago, usage of Escherichia 
coli and other bacteria for in vivo protein engineering 
seems to be the most straightforward approach. However, 
the natural mutation rate in bacteria, despite their short 
doubling time, is too low for this purpose, and special 
mutator strains have been generated to facilitate the 
mutagenesis process. Most often, DNA repair-deficient 
bacterial strains are used, such as the commercially avail
able E. coli XLI-Red, deficient for mutD, mutS, and mutT 
genes [19]. Upon transformation of XLI-Red with a plas
mid encoding the target DNA, mutations are accumulated 
at each round of DNA replication. The mutation frequency 
of this method is reported to be 1 base change per 2,000 
nucleotides [19], which is optimal when a relatively Iow 
amount of mutations randomly distributed in the target 
sequence is expected to bring about the desired changes in 
performance of the protein of interest [20]. As an example, 
the XLI-Red strain has been used to change the substrate 
specificity of an esterase from Pseudomonas fiuorescens, 
obtaining variants capable of hydrolyzing a sterically 
hindered 3-hydroxy ester, which serves as a component in 
the synthesis of epothilones [21, 22]. Screening has been 
performed by plating XLI-Red E.coli expressing the 
P. fiuorescens esterase on minimal media agar plates 
containing indicator substances (Neutral Red and Crystal 
Violet). The esterase-catalyzed hydrolysis of the 3-hydroxy 
ester (ethyl or glycerol ester) has been detected by 
formation of red-colored colonies due to a pH decrease 
caused by the released acid. 

The XLI-Red mutator strain has also been successfully 
applied to shift the activity conditions of ADH beta-glu
curonidase from Lactobacillus gasseri [23]. The original 



Fig. 1 Schematic diagram 
depicting the main directed 
protein evolution strategies, 
highlighting their benefits and 
possible applications (see text 
for details) 
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enzyme exhibited maximal activity at the acidic pH 5.0, 
but was poorly active at the neutral pH 6-7. Usage of the 
XLl-Red system produced variants of ADH beta-glucu
ronidase with increased activity at the neutral pH. The 
modified enzyme could then be utilized as a reporter in 
non-acidophilic expression hosts, in addition to its previous 
usage in lactic acid bacteria and other microorganisms 
growing in acidifying environments. The XLI-Red mutator 
system has also been applied to the entire viral genome of 
the Citrus tatter lea/virus to select for mutants with altered 
pathogenicity in inoculated plants [24]. 

There are reports of additional bacterial mutator strains 
with different DNA repair or replication deficiencies. For 
example, an E. coli strain allowing IPTG-induced expres
sion of antisense RNAs simultaneously silencing three 
genes involved in DNA repair and synthesis-mutS, mutD 
(dnaQ), and ndk-increased the spontaneous mutation 
frequency over 2,000-fold [25]. A mutator phenotype has 
also been shown in a strain of Bacillus anthracis deficient 
for the dnaNI gene that encodes the beta subunit of a 
replicative DNA polymerase [26]. However, these strains 
have not so far been used in directed evolution 
applications. 

An elegant approach to preferentially mutagenize the 
target DNA has been developed based on an E. coli strain 
with mutations in structural domains of DNA polymerase I 
responsible for Poll fidelity [27]. As Poll is predominantly 
active in replication of the endogenous ColEI plasmid, this 
error-prone polymerase mostly affects target sequences 
provided by the plasmid. The resulting mutation rate 
reaches 8.1 x 10-4 mutations per base pair, giving an 
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80,000-fold increase over the natural value. The mutation 
range extends for about 3 kb from the replication origin of 
the plasmid, with the maximal frequency in the first ca. 
700-bp region. This mutational profile results from the role 
of Pol I in initiation of replication of the ColEI plasmid; 
subsequent replication steps are largely dependent on the 
more accurate Pol III [28]. In the region of maximal 
mutation frequency, mutations are distributed rather evenly 
and show a variety of base pair substitutions, predomi
nantly transitions. Mutagenesis induced by the error-prone 
Pol I is most active in bacterial cultures maintained at the 
stationary phase. This system has been tested for enzyme 
modification by targeting TEM-I fJ-Iactamase for muta
genesis and selecting for resistance to a third-generation 
lactam antibiotic, aztreonam, which is very low for the 
wild-type enzyme. As a result, aztreonam resistance has 
increased ISO-fold [27]. 

The applications described above deal with improve
ments of single target genes. A novel method called 
multiplex automated genome engineering (MAGE) has 
been developed to target and simultaneously optimize a 
series of genes responsible for a complex biosynthetic 
pathway [29]. The method utilizes the E.coli strain EcNR2 
expressing bacteriophage I-Red ssDNA-binding protein b. 
This strain allows incorporation of homologous oligonu
cleotides into the lagging DNA strand during DNA 
replication; a pool of oligonucleotides homologous to the 
targeted genes but carrying nucleotide substitutions is 
repeatedly introduced into the cultured cells [29, 30]. Under 
optimal conditions, ca. 30% of the cell population accu
mulate new genetic modifications introduced in this manner. 



The overall capacity of mutation accumulation could reach 
as many as 15 billion genetic variants (4.3 x 108 bp vari
ations per cycle for 35 MAGE cycles) in a propagating 
bacterial culture [29]. The correct selection of homologous 
oligonucleotides allows targeting chosen genes responsible 
for a desired biochemical pathway. This technology has 
been applied to the E. coli I-deoxY-D-xylulose-5-phosphate 
(DXP) biosynthesis pathway in order to increase production 
of the industrially important isoprenoid Iycopene [29]. 
,Within 3 days of bacterial culture, overproduction strains 
were isolated with a more than fivefold increase in the 
lycopene yield; 24 genes involved in the DXP pathway were 
found to be modified in these strains [29]. 

In general, artificial evolution of proteins in prokaryotic 
systems is attractive due to simple culturing conditions 
and the fast doubling time of host cells; for example, the 
XLI-Red system takes an overnight culture to create a 
broad spectrum of mutations. The most suitable screening 
systems for bacteria are those that allow distinguishing 
between bacterial colonies by means of drug resistance or 
some color manifestations. However, the biotechnological 
potential of prokaryotes is limited in the sense of the range 
of possible directed evolution targets. It is clear that bac
terial enzymes or even metabolic networks can be directly 
targeted in prokaryotes. In contrast, eukaryotic proteins, 
which should undergo complicated folding and post
translational modifications, unavailable in bacteria, are 
often unsuitable for directed evolution in prokaryotic hosts. 

Eukaryotic in vivo evolution systems 

Eukaryotic in vivo artificial evolution systems provide 
many advantages compared to the prokaryotic ones 
(Fig. I). In these systems, the eukaryotic protein evolves in 
a natural environment, which ensures proper folding, post
translational modifications, and intracellular localization 
(or secretion). Thus establishment of eukaryotic systems 
able to successfully mutagenize target proteins is of high 
importance for modern biotechnology. 

Talking about eukaryotic in vivo evolution systems, it is 
logical to start with yeast as a simple eukaryote highly 
popular in numerous biotechnological applications. In a 
recent usage of the yeast homologous recombination for 
directed protein evolution, simultaneous modification of 
several loops in a target enzyme by means of recombina
tion with a synthetic diversified oligonucleotide library was 
achieved [31]. A mixture of diversified oligonucleotides 
containing flanking regions complementary to the target 
sequence was used together with a linearized plasmid 
carrying the gene of interest for yeast transformation. The 
system was tested for the stop-codon reversion in a classic 
yeast selection marker TRP I, which allowed selecting 

positive clones based on their ability to grow in the absence 
of tryptophan. The average efficiency of oligonucleotide 
recombination at a single position was ca. 5%, although it 
decreased from 20 to 25-fold when another stop codon was 
modified simultaneously (giving an average efficiency of 
0.2% for two and 0.01% for three positions) [31]. In gen
eral, this oligonucleotide-based strategy resembles the 
bacterial approach MAGE, described above [29] and seems 
to be useful, though the decrease in efficiency when 
modifying multiple sites is a handicap. 

A simple approach to directed eukaryotic in vivo evo
lution appears to be the usage of mismatch repair-deficient 
cells, similarly to the way it is often done with the pro
karyotic systems (see above). In this case, however, the 
same disadvantage as that relevant for the prokaryotic 
systems remains-such methods normally randomize the 
entire genome wastefully and often deleteriously rather 
than focusing on the gene of interest [19]. So, eukaryotic 
systems capable of autonomously diversifying the target 
transgenes are much desired for directed evolution in vivo 
as an accurate instrument for protein engineering and 
functional studies. An excellent solution for the mutation 
target specificity problem is offered by the natural mech
anisms of antibody affinity improvement-somatic 
hypermutation and gene conversion. 

Somatic hypermutation is a unique mechanism that 
takes place during development of the immune response 
when activated B cells encounter antigens [32-34]. This 
process is highly specific for B cells and results in a drastic 
increase in spontaneous point mutations in variable regions 
of the immunoglobulin light and heavy chain genes 
[35-38]. The mutation rate in somatic hypermutation is about 
1 x 10-3 mutations per base pair per generation, 106 times 
higher than that in the rest of the genome [39]. The process 
requires activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) [40]. 
It is currently believed that AID deaminates deoxycytidine 
residues in actively transcribed genes [41-43]. As a con
sequence of AID activity, point mutations are introduced as 
the DNA repair mechanisms attempt to fix the AID-med
iated DNA damage in an error-prone manner [38, 44-46]. 
The possibility to hypermutate a non-immunoglobulin 
transgene in AID-producing cell lines has been shown 
using neomycin phosphotransferase [47] or EGFP [48, 49]. 

The first attempt to use somatic hypermutation as a tool 
for directed protein evolution was performed on the 
monomeric red fluorescent protein (mRFP) [50) expressed 
in Burkitt lymphoma Ramos cells, a human B cell line that 
hypermutates its IgV genes continuously during culturing 
[51]. It was possible to deliver the target gene by random 
integration of a retroviral vector into the vicinity of a 
hypermutable immunoglobulin heavy chain locus, which 
resulted in hypermutation of the highly expressed trans
gene [52]. Lower levels of hypermutation were also 



detected with the transgene in several other integration 
sites [52]. Transcription of the transgenic mRFP was con
trolled by a doxycycline-inducible promoter, which 
permitted turning transcription on or off at will to start or 
stop hypermutation. The hypermutating cell culture was 
sorted by FACS for cells with the most far-red emission 
spectrum. Twenty-three rounds of repetitive cell sorting 
resulted in generation of mRFP variants with increased 
photostability and far-red emissions (649 nm), leaving 
behind the best results of the structure-based design [52]. 

Another mechanism used by B cells for immunoglobulin 
gene diversification is the pseudogene-templated gene 
conversion, which naturally exists in birds and some 
mammals like swine or rabbit and takes place simulta
neously with somatic hypermutation, being controlled by 
the same key enzyme-the AID deaminase [53]. Deletion 
of the pseudo-V-gene conversion donor sequences in the 
chicken B cell line DT40 results in complete substitution of 
gene conversion by somatic hypermutation [54]. The DT40 
cell line thus appears to be an excellent platform for in vivo 
protein engineering with the possibility of utilization of 
both mutagenizing mechanisms. Another advantage of 
DT40 over murine and human hypermutating B cell lines is 
the very high targeted-to-random transgene integration 
ratio achieved by means of homologous recombination 
[55] which allows controlling the target gene integration 
site and delivering the target gene directly to the immu
noglobulin loci. Further enhancement of gene conversion 
efficiency in the DT40 cell line by addition of a his
tone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA) has been 
successfully used for upregulation of the native immuno
globulin variable gene segment diversification activity 
[56]. This effect has been applied to select DT40 cells 
producing specific antibodies with antigen-conjugated 
magnetic beads. This autonomously diversifying library 
(ADLib) selection system enabled the quick establishment 
(approximately 1 week from selection of bulk cells pro
ducing antibodies against an antigen of interest to 
screening by ELISA or FACS after subcloning by limited 
dilution and clonal expansion) of various clones producing 
monoclonal IgMs with specificity and affinity sufficient for 
immunological assays [57]. Antibody libraries obtained by 
means of this technology are applicable for subsequent 
rational antibody design. This method also permits creation 
of antibodies with specificity to autoantigens, thereby 
overcoming the problem of immune tolerance [58]. 

Another successful application of the DT40 line has 
been performed with artificial non-immunoglobulin gene 
conversion donor sequences and a non-immunoglobulin 
transgene [59]. The green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene 
served as a donor and the blue fluorescent protein (BFP) 
gene as an acceptor for gene conversion. A small percent of 
the initially BFP-expressing cells shifted their fluorescence 

from blue to green after being cultured for 2-3 weeks when 
the substrate constructs were integrated in the Ig light chain 
locus (but not in the ovalbumin locus, indicating the strong 
specificity of AID-mediated gene diversification in the 
DT40 line to the immunoglobulin loci). This fluorescence 
shift resulted from AID-dependent gene conversion where 
the GFP gene served as a template for the BFP gene 
diversification, thereby leading to introduction of variously 
sized GFP-derived gene segments into the BFP gene [59]. 
Thus, the gene conversion machinery in DT40 cells can 
serve as a useful tool to generate altered or improved 
non-Ig proteins by a type of in vivo DNA shuffling. 

A variant of the DT40 cell line lacking the pseudo
V-genes (and thus unable to perform gene conversion) has 
been used for somatic hypermutation of the traditional 
example-the GFP gene, which was delivered to the 
immunoglobulin light chain locus using a specially 
designed homologous recombination-based targeting vec
tor [60]. Three rounds of FACS sorting during 2 months 
culturing were sufficient to obtain variants with increased 
green fluorescence intensity. Analysis of the acquired 
mutations and their combination with rational design 
allowed generating GFP variants with more than threefold 
increased brightness [60]. 

In comparison to optimization of proteins in the 
hypermutating mammalian B cell lines such as Ramos or 
18-81, DT40 offers advantages that transgenes can be 
inserted in a targeted manner as single copies into the Ig 
light chain locus and AID expression can be shut down by 
tamoxifen induction via the Cre-IoxP system [54, 61]. In 
the future, transgene diversification in DT40 may be 
accomplished by addition of gene conversion on top of 
hypermutation if homologous non-immunoglobulin con
version donor sequences are inserted upstream of the 
transgene, thus resembling the natural process of antibody 
diversity generation in avian species. Studies on AID
dependent gene diversification have revealed that natural 
restriction of hypermutation and gene conversion activities 
to the immunoglobulin loci is controlled by eis-regulatory 
sequences usually overlapping with immunoglobulin 
enhancers [62-65]. These findings pave the way to creation 
of non B cell hypermutating cell lines as platforms for 
directed protein evolution by means of modifying a cell 
line of interest. Expression of AID in such a line and co
transfection with a target gene "armed" with the eis-reg
ulatory sequence is expected to elicit efficient protein 
evolution in such non B cell lines. 

Conclusions 

Prokaryotic in vivo systems of artificial protein evolution 
were established more than a decade ago, and found a 



series of useful biotechnological applications such as 
improvement of activity or a shift in substrate specificity of 
bacterial enzymes as well as optimization of production of 
certain metabolites. Prokaryotic systems continue to 
improve, with the recent developments exemplified by the 
automated MAGE system described above [29]. Never
theless, they possess a series of natural handicaps, such as a 
moderate mutation rate of hypermutable strains (just 3-4 
orders of magnitude above the wild-type) and low com
patibility with eukaryotic genes due to folding and 
modification problems. 

Eukaryotic systems of directed in vivo evolution, on the 
other hand, are a good alternative to prokaryotes, as well as 
to the in vitro evolution systems, when it comes to opti
mlZlng eukaryotic proteins involved in complex 
intracellular interactions (Fig. 1). Due to high mutation 
rates (up to 106 times higher than the wild-type rates), 
convenient and fast evolution process, and the natural 
protein environment they offer, these systems have a strong 
potential for future development. Among the eukaryotic in 
vivo protein evolution platforms, the chicken cell line 
DT40 should be highlighted and is becoming more and 
more popular [66]. Increased frequency of targeted gene 
integration in DT40 gives a possibility to standardize the 
directed evolution process, escaping from the uncontrol
lable influence of the nearby genomic environment 
unavoidable upon non-targeted integration. 

Being a relatively new approach compared to other 
protein evolution systems, somatic hypermutation and gene 
conversion have not so far found a broad application, 
focusing mostly on artificial improvement of immuno
globulins and the easily selectable non-immunoglobulin 
targets like fluorescent proteins. The real routine of protein 
improvement in vivo has to follow after these pioneering 
efforts. We should expect that future developments will 
endow researchers with the full potential of directed pro
tein evolution in the natural vertebrate cell environment. 
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